Incidence of Non-Neutropenic Infection (NNI) in Patients with Follicular Lymphoma and Small Lymphocytic Lymphoma: The Effects of Rituximab Therapy
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ABSTRACT
Rituximab is an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody that has demonstrated efficacy in patients with indolent and aggressive forms of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and has become part of the standard therapy for patients with B-cell malignancies. The study was designed to examine if rituximab increases the risk to develop non-neutropenic infection (NNI). Medical records of 202 patients diagnosed as follicular lymphoma or small lymphocytic lymphoma were reviewed. Negative binomial regression was used to estimate relative risk (RR) of NNI. Rituximab (n= 41) and non-rituximab (n= 161) groups had a total of 31.636 and 195.691 reviewed patient days, and recorded a total of 67 and 154 infections, respectively. Negative binomial regression analysis revealed significant effects for the treatment (rituximab vs. non-rituximab) and age (p< 0.01). The RRs of viral and bacterial NNI for rituximab group compared to non-rituximab group were 3.33 and 2.60, respectively; while the RRs for one year increment of age were 1.03 and 1.04, respectively. The time-to-first viral and bacterial NNI for rituximab group were significantly faster than non-rituximab group. Rituximab may increase the risk of NNI in patients with follicular lymphoma or small lymphocytic lymphoma.
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INTRODUCTION

Rituximab is an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody that has demonstrated efficacy in patients with indolent and aggressive forms of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and has become part of the standard therapy for patients with B-cell malignancies. Given that it targets all CD20+ B lymphocytes, it would be expected that rituximab reduces circulating antibody levels, causes humoral-mediated immunosuppression, and increases risk for infection. Initial clinical trials showed that rituximab therapy was well-tolerated and was not associated with increased risk of infection. However, more recent studies have suggested that the risk of infection may have been underestimated in earlier studies. Although the risk of serious infections is thought to be considerably lower with rituximab monotherapy than with conventional chemotherapy, the true incidence of rituximab-related infections has not been determined. Non-randomized trial data have shown an overall incidence rate of 31%, and 2-4% incidence of severe infections associated with rituximab therapy. It is known that rituximab can cause prolonged B-cell deficiency and decreased immunoglobulin levels. Taken together, these observations appear to implicate an association between rituximab therapy and increased risk of non-neutropenic infection (NNI). A retrospective study to explore this association was undertaken to investigate whether the incidence of non-neutropenic bacterial and viral infections is higher in patients with follicular lymphoma or small lymphocytic lymphoma treated with rituximab compared to patients who have received no treatment.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Design: Retrospective chart review was applied to individuals (n= 202) with a diagnosis of follicular lymphoma (FL) or small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL) during the observational time frame from 1/1/1999 to 4/30/2008 was undertaken to determine the incidence of rates of non-neutropenic infections of patients grouped into two categories defined by treatment approach during the time frame of up to five-years following the index treatment. Patients who had any FL or SLL-related surgery were excluded from the study. Patients in subgroup A (n= 41) were treated with rituximab monotherapy with no concomitant treatment with other chemotherapeutic agents for a period of > 3 months. Infection rates among these patients were compared to those patients in subgroup B (n= 161) who received no treatment with any chemotherapeutic agents.

Data collection: Data collected included demographic data (age, gender); smoking status, infection classification (viral, bacterial or fungal), infection recurrence, 60 month average for white cell counts, neutrophil count, lymphocyte count, lymphocyte percent of total leukocyte count and antibody levels for IgG, IgM and IgA. Effect on the following concomitant conditions or treatments were also assessed.
Analysis: The total number of infections in each treatment-defined group was determined and infection rate was calculated. Negative binomial regression analysis was applied to explore effects of treatment on infection rate and relative risk was calculated and adjusted for effects of age, concomitant conditions including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, COPD, RA, prior cancer diagnosis, asthma and concurrent steroid use. Survival analysis using Kaplan Meier estimate with Log rank test was also undertaken for time to first infection. Effect of treatment on first and recurrent viral infection was also examined using negative binomial regression analysis and survival analysis using Kaplan Meier estimate with Log rank test for time to first infection and recurrence. Chi squared analysis was applied to detect any existing relationship between incident infection and season. All analyses were performed using SAS v9.2, and P-values< 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS

Rituximab treatment (n= 41) and non-treatment group (n= 161) had a total of 31636 and 195691 reviewed patient days, and resulted in detection of a total of 67 and 154 infections, respectively. Rates of infection and classification of causative agent among patients treated with rituximab and untreated patients are shown in Table 1.

Viral Infection: For viral infection, negative binomial regression analysis revealed significant effects for treatment p-value <0.001 and age (P-value = 0.008); the NB model fits the data well with Goodness-of-fit (deviance) Chi-square = 119.307, DF =199, and P-value= 1.000. The relative risk (RR) of viral infection in the presence of rituximab treatment was 3.33 (95% Confidence Interval (CI): 1.91-5.81), and RR of viral infection with incre-
aging age was 1.03 (95% CI: 1.01-1.05). It was estimated that an increase in age by one year carried with it an increased risk of infection by 3%.

The study looked at incidence of ‘common viral infection’ (defined as viruses associated with common cold and upper respiratory symptoms such as adenovirus or rhinovirus) and reactivation of chronic viral infections such as Herpes zoster and Hepatitis C viruses. Survival analysis in the two groups revealed that the time to first infection in rituximab treatment group was significantly faster, median time-to-first infection was 917 days (95% CI: 546-1184) compared to the group with no treatment, median 1827 days (95% CI: 1737-1827, P- value < 0.001)

Frequency of reactivation infection was further examined (Table 1). However rates of reactivation infection could not be statistically analyzed due to low incidence in the available sample. Fungal infection rates were similarly too low to permit statistical analysis. Thus, survival analysis for viral infection largely represented common infection rates. If only common viral infection was examined to the exclusion of reactivation infection, negative binomial regression analysis revealed significant effects for the treatment with rituximab and increasing age, (P< 0.001 and P = 0.006, respectively); the NB model fits the data well with Goodness-of-fit (deviance) Chi-square= 98.730, DF= 199, and P-value= 1.000 The RR of common viral infection for rituximab treatment group was 4.20 (95% CI: 2.36-7.49), and RR of infection for age was 1.03 (95% CI : 1.01-1.06). Survival analysis revealed that the time-to-first common viral infection for Rituximab treatment group was significantly faster, median time-to-first infection was 917 days (95% CI: 655-1123), vs. no treatment group, median 1827 days, (95% CI: NA, P value< 0.001) (Figure 1)

Bacterial Infection: Rates of bacterial infection in the rituximab treatment group and non treated group were shown in Table 1. For bacterial infection, negative binomial regression analysis revealed significant effects for the rituximab treatment and increasing age, (P= 0.002 and P= 0.003, respectively), the NB model fits the data well with Goodness-of-fit (deviance) Chi-square= 168.211, DF= 199, and P-value= 0.945. The RR of bacterial infection for rituximab was 2.60 (95%CI: 1.41-4.79), and RR of bacterial infection with increasing age was 1.04 (95% CI: 1.01-1.06). Survival analysis revealed that the time-to-first bacterial infection for rituximab treatment group was significantly faster, median time-to-first infection was 756 days (95% CI: 327-1199), vs. Non-treatment group, median 1827 days (95% CI: 1343-3018, P -value= 0.001). (Figure 2)

Only COPD emerged as a significant factor following application of negative binomial regression analysis during analysis of co morbidities and effect on risk relative to bacterial infection rates only, RR= 2.76, p-value= 0.027.
Survival analysis: Survival analysis revealed that the treatment (rituximab vs. Non-treatment) was not a significant risk factor for survival, the relative risk (RR) of rituximab was 0.76, P-value= 0.507 based on data shown in Table 1. Age was the only risk factor which emerged relative to the survival analysis, with an RR of 1.103, (p< 0.001) associated with increasing age.

Comparison of hospitalization rate: Rituximab treatment and non-treatment group underwent review of a total of 31636 and 195691 reviewed patient days, respectively, and a total of 41 and 185 hospitalizations, respectively were captured for a hospitalization rate of 1.3 and 0.95, respectively per thousand patient days. (Table 1) Negative Binomial regression analysis revealed that age was also a significant factor for hospitalization rate, P-value< 0.001; while the treatment (rituximab vs. Non-treatment) was not a significant risk factor, P-value= 0.197. Wilcoxon rank sum test did not demonstrate significant difference in the length of hospital stay between rituximab treatment and non-treatment groups, (rituxamab treatment group median=3 days vs. non-treatment group median= 4 days, P –value= 0.525).

Seasonal effect: Finally no evidence of a relationship in general infection, bacterial or viral infection was noted in either the rituximab treatment group or untreated group relative to season when infections occurred. (data not shown)

DISCUSSION

Follicular lymphoma and small lymphocytic lymphoma are two types of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Patients with these forms of cancers have traditionally been treated with a variety of chemotherapeutic agents and combinations of these agents. Relapse is common following treatment with standard therapies; thus, alternative therapeutic approaches have been the focus of much investigation.

Rituximab has proven to be an effective adjunct to various chemotherapy regimens for the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, alone or in combination with other regimens.23-16 Rituximab is a chimeric antibody which specifically recognizes and binds to the CD20 antigen uniquely expressed on the surface of B cells, specifically targeting these for immune-mediated elimination.

Since its approval by the FDA in 1997 for the treatment of relapsed or refractory non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, rituximab alone or in combination with chemotherapeutic regimens has become standard therapy for patients with B-cell lymphomas. It has also been indicated for the treatment of autoimmune diseases. Studies have shown that rituximab improves outcomes and response rates in patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.23-16 However, rituximab also depletes peripheral B cells, decreases immunoglobulin levels, and may increase patients’ susceptibility to NNIs.10-12

If unrecognized or untreated, NNIs can cause increased morbidity and mortality and decreased quality of life for cancer patients. However, NNIs can be effectively treated with intravenous immunoglobulins and antibiotics if recognized and/or predicted. Little is known regarding the incidence of NNI’s in patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and the association of NNIs incidence rates with rituximab therapy.

Little information currently exists regarding immune status in patients treated with rituximab. There are a number of regimens currently being administered which vary in frequency and duration. Peripheral B cell counts decline below normal following the first dose of rituximab. B cell repletion typically begins within 6 months of treatment and returns to normal levels between 9 and 12 months after completion of therapy.27 Prolonged B cell depletion leads to variable suppression of serum immunoglobulins and, therefore, may increase the risk of NNIs. More complete information on incidence rates of infection in patients receiving rituximab monotherapy is needed in order to optimize treatment guidelines in these patients.

At present, rituximab is used with several different therapeutic regimens for the treatment of NHL. Rituximab is administered as monotherapy for previously untreated patients and for those with relapsed NHL who have responded to at least one prior course of rituximab. It is also administered concomitantly with different regimens of chemotherapy, including rituximab + fludarabine, rituximab + CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristi-
ne, and prednisone), rituximab + FND (fludarabine, mitoxantrone, and dexamethasone), and rituximab + MCP (mitoxantrone, chlorambucil, and prednisone). Lastly, rituximab is administered in conjunction with stem cell transplantation both before stem cell collection and after transplantation.

The standard dose of rituximab monotherapy is 375 mg/m² given once a week for a total of four applications (18). If combined with chemotherapy, the standard dose is 375 mg/m² for 8 cycles (21 days/cycle), administered on day 1 of each chemotherapy cycle. Rituximab maintenance therapy is given at 375 mg/m² once every 3 months until disease progression or for a maximum period of two years. However, modifications to these schedules have been investigated, and alternative approaches included higher doses or an increase in the number of applications given.

The rationale for focusing the study on two types of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, namely, follicular lymphoma and small lymphocytic lymphoma, was threefold. First, these lymphomas affect B-lymphocytes, and B lymphocytes are also the therapeutic target of rituximab. Second, patients with these lymphomas were least likely to be impacted by other immunosuppressive treatments which may otherwise confound a study of NNI incidence in this patient population. Further, diagnosed patients under observation but not treated offer the best control for patients who had survived treatment and were on maintenance therapy relative to disease severity and underlying immune status.

Data from this retrospective study indicated that patients receiving rituximab treatment experienced sooner viral and bacterial infection rates than patients receiving no treatment and an increased frequency of infection. Rituximab treatment was associated with a RR for both viral and bacterial infection. For viral infection, treatment (rituximab treatment vs. no treatment, P < 0.001) and increased age (P = 0.008) were significant factors. For bacterial infection, treatment (rituximab treatment vs. no treatment P = 0.002), increased age (P = 0.003), and presence of underlying COPD (P = 0.027) were significant factors. For viral and bacterial infection, the infection rates (per thousand patient days) were 0.51 (16/31636) and 1.55 (49/31636) for the rituximab treatment group, 0.16 (32/195691) and 0.61 (120/195691) for the non-treatment group, respectively. The RR of viral and bacterial infection with rituximab treatment were 3.33 (95% CI: 1.91-5.81, P < 0.001) and 2.60 (95% CI: 1.41-4.79, P = 0.002), respectively. Furthermore, for common viral infection associated with adenovirus and rhinovirus infection and reactivation of a chronic viral infection, infection rates were 0.44 (14/31636) and 0.06 (2/31636) for the rituximab treatment group, and 0.12 (23/195691) and 0.05 (9/195691) for the non-treatment group, respectively. The RR for common viral infection alone with rituximab treatment was 4.20 (95% CI: 2.36-7.49, P < 0.001). Thus, for viral infection, higher RR was only associated with common viral infection. No significant differences related to treatment emerged relative to seasonal effect, length of stay or survival.

Certain study limitations need to be acknowledged. Because of its retrospective design, the study was limited to data available in the medical records regarding the history of the infections that were detected. It is possible that some patients may have had additional infections during the observational time frame that were not captured in the medical record, so that infection rates were limited to those associated with a clinic visit. Thus the true infection rate may actually be higher than the rate detected, but this would require a prospective study design in which monitoring of patients for incidence of any infections could be more efficiently achieved. Finally, the size of the rituximab treatment group was relatively modest. To validate the data presented herein, ideally a prospectively designed adequately powered study would be ideal. Additionally, because of the retrospective nature of the study, information on immune status including periodic evaluation of immunoglobulin levels was had only been determined on a relatively small subset of the population and among those patients, data collection for some of the time points was not available, making analysis of the these data problematic. Ideally, in a prospective study design monitoring of immune status would be included in the study design. However, data presented herein should increase clinician awareness of the potential for greater susceptibility to viral and bacterial infection that patients receiving rituximab treatment may have.
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